Law and Vulnerability Student Paper Conference

Saturday, April 20, 2013

- **BREAKFAST** (*coffee and muffins will be provided*) - 9:30am – 10am

10am – 11:20am

**Kiana Arakawa** (2L) - Constitutional Rights, Interest-Convergence and Vulnerability when Discussing Public School Curriculum

**Brian W. Kaufman** (2L) - LGBTQ Bullying and Suicide: A Struggle to Integrate the Presence of Queer Identity and Expression in the American Education System through the Phenomenology of Mimetic Behavior and Vulnerability

**Sayali Bapat** (LLM candidate) - Achieving the True Purpose of Education: An Application of the Vulnerability Theory, Ecogenerism and Resilience in the Indian Context

11:25am – 12:45pm

**Atieno Mboya Samandari** (SJD candidate) - Theoretical Underpinnings of Climate Change Response under Kyoto - Which Way Forward?

**Ian Longacre** (2L) - The Science of Human Nature: Compatible with Liberalism?

**Margaret Riley** (2L) - Another School Shooting: Reframing the Conversation

- **LUNCH** (*boxed lunch will be provided*) – 12:45pm – 1:30pm

1:30pm – 2:50pm

**Tysh Korduba** (3L) - Affirmative Duty to Help: Our Responsibility to React to the Vulnerability of Nonhuman Animals

**Joyce Yoon** (3L) - Caring for Our Elderly

**Kelly Henning** (2L) - The Unknown Vulnerability of Caretakers within the Medical Field

2:55pm – 3:50pm

**Omar Saleem Jr.** (2L) - The Vulnerable Voter: Fighting Disenfranchisement in the 21st Century

**Lucas Brainerd** (3L) – Autonomy, Property, and the State

Please RSVP to smarvel@emory.edu if you plan to attend